NEW PRODUCT NEWS-----------------------Kelly Tractor Co. Spurs Redesign
of IMT A125 Hydraulic Drill Rig

KLEMM's New
Multi-Purpose Solution

New Tier 4 Model Lays
Flat for Complete Single Load Transport

Kelly Tractor Co. recently introduced the new AUS drill rig
to North America. Built in collaboration with IMT and Caterpillar OEM Solutions Group, the pioneering redesign enables
the Tier 4 rig to lay flat for complete single load transport.
First seen at BAUMA 2013 in Munich, the innovative AUS
and larger model A3SO were received with great interest and enthusiasm, especially when compared to small drill rigs from
other manufacturers. "We listened to our customers, said Bruce
Budd, Manager, Crane and Foundation Group for Kelly Tractor
Co. This Tier 4 d~sign is exactly what contractors have been
asking for to reduce transportation costs."
For the past lS years, Kelly Tractor has been a leader in the
foundation drilling industry. Its field experience and knowledge,
financial resources and dealer structure were paramount to the
collaboration with IMT and Caterpillar. Kelly Tractor's influence on the redesign of these innovative machines has created
assurance that the quality drill rigs will be sold, maintained and
serviced by a company with a track record of excellence in providing fast and competent customer service.
"This year, Kelly Tractor Co. celebrates 80 years of providing
exceptional sales and service to the construction industry," said
Budd. "Being ahead of the crowd and focusing on customer
service is a distinct advantage for our customers with IMT machines. The Caterpillar dealer network services the Caterpillar
power base, and the Kelly professionals maintain the drill portion. This partnering approach is the strength behind the new
design. It reduces downtime and enables us to effectively sell,
lease and service a rig anywhere in the U.S. or Canada."
By year's end, Kelly Tractor Co. will introduce the new, Tier
4 AlSO drill rig.
For more information, contact:

Kelly Tractor Co.
Bruce Budd
561/683-2015, ext. 170
www.kellytractor.com

KLEMM Bohrtechnik will deliver the newly developed
KR 806-3F as a multi-purpose solution for tieback and micropile
work with vibro-drill system RHV 2400. The machine is also
equipped for High Pressure Injection work with mast extension
and hydraulic mandrill type KH USK.
The RHV 2400 with a centrifugal force of lSO kN and a working frequency of 60 Hz is presently the most powerful vibratory
head available on the market.
The portable and light weight radio remote control unit to operate all drill, tramming and set-up functions allows for the best
overview in all operating modes and drill positions.
Also the newly developed remotely operated 2-channel flushing
unit is on board. It is suitable for all flushing mediums and designed in simple detachable modules giving it easy serviceability
and longevity.
The patented HPI-rod guide offers highest safety standards in
drill mode with lattice mast extensions and spot guide. The machine is pre-equipped for an additional crane.
During HPI operations, a MAT hose pump can be used to
cleanly transfer the borehole returns from the jobsite. The pump
is powered by the on-board hydraulics of the KR 806-3F
The electric generator allows for welding and grinding during
installation work at the borehole without the need for extensive
electric cables on the jobsite.
An additionally installed winch supports the smooth installation of armour. A power washer with hose reel completes the unit
and makes the necessary cleaning work as easy as possible.
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